The optical properties of a dual-band plasmonic absorber are delineated numerically by employing a finite element method. Based on a metal-dielectric-metal scheme, the key structure consists of a lossless dielectric layer that is sandwiched by a silver split square-ring enclosing a silver square array and ground silver plane. The simulation results clearly show that near-perfect absorption efficiency can be realized for two absorption bands in the near-infrared wavelength range. The near-perfect absorption bands exhibit polarization insensitivity and wide-angle incidence. Notably, the absorption band is independently governed by the size of each part of the patterned films where the silver split square-ring determines the shorter wavelength band and the silver square determines the longer wavelength band, respectively. The repositioning of two near-perfect absorption peaks possesses a linear relationship that is related to the dimensions of the patterned silver layer. This allows for a flexible reconfigurability over the entire near-infrared regime.
Introduction
Artificial plasmonic nanostructures have drawn a surge of interest over the past several years because of their exotic electromagnetic responses in negative refraction, superlensing and cloaking [1] [2] [3] [4] . These metallic composite devices can be characterized by an effective medium technique [5] with complex permittivity and permeability. While much effort has been devoted to developing low-loss negatively reflecting materials, it has recently been shown that near-perfect absorption is possible by improving the design of metal-dielectric nanostructures [6] .
Indeed, plasmonic nanostructures with near-perfect absorption bands are highly desirable for many versatile applications including metamaterial absorbers [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , photovoltaic cells [21] [22] [23] , sensors [24] [25] [26] , photodetectors [27, 28] , thermal emitters [29, 30] and optical imaging devices [31] [32] [33] .
To realize near-perfect absorption, the plasmonic nanostructures are usually engineered by simultaneously minimizing the reflectance with perfect impedance matching and eliminating the transmittance by maximizing material losses [6-10, 17-20, 25] . Among these plasmonic nanostructures, the metal-dielectric-metal based absorbers (MDM absorbers) have shown promising potential because of nearperfect absorptive efficiency, wide-angle incidence properties and an almost complete lack of sensitivity to polarization [9, [17] [18] [19] [20] 25] . MDM absorbers typically consist of three functional layers that comprise a dielectric layer sandwiched between two metal layers. The top layer is mainly a periodically patterned metallic nanostructure that serves as an electric resonator. The bottom layer is mostly the thick metal plane which is used as an optical mirror that significantly reduces transmittance. The coupling between two metallic layers results in magnetic resonance depending on the thickness and dielectric constant of the dielectric layer [17] . To date, the near-perfect MDM absorbers have been investigated from microwave to optical frequencies with single-band [9, 17, 25] , dual-band [18] , triple-band [20] and broad-band [19] absorptions. For the near-infrared wavelength range, singleband MDM absorbers [17, 25] exhibit near-perfect absorption, polarization insensitivity and wide-angle incidence. However, they merely operate at a specific frequency band. This fact strictly limits their use in applications such as spectroscopic detection and imaging which requires the resolution of distinct absorption features at multiple frequencies [34] . Thus, multi-band near-infrared absorbers with two [35] or more [36] optimized absorption bands are in demand. Zhang et al have recently demonstrated a dual-band near-infrared absorber that is based on an elliptical nanodisc MDM array [18] . Their dual-band design shows the characteristics of near-perfect absorption, wide-angle incidence, and polarization independence in the near-infrared wavelength range. Although two absorption peaks of their absorber can be adjusted by varying the dimensions of the elliptical nanodiscs, they are always shifted together, i.e. either red-shifted, blue-shifted, towardshifted or outward-shifted simultaneously for two absorptions. The two absorption peaks cannot be adjusted individually. To have arbitrary dual-band absorptions over the entire nearinfrared range, one needs to reconsider a brand new MDM structure which has more flexible reconfigurability.
In this paper, a dual-band plasmonic absorber that is based on an MDM structure is numerically studied. The proposed dual-band MDM absorber shows wide-angle incidence, polarization insensitivity and near-perfect absorption bands in the near-infrared wavelength range. Notably, the two absorption peaks of the absorber can be individually tuned by adjusting the dimensions of the MDM structures which makes this dual-band absorber more attractive when it comes to designing a near-infrared near-perfect absorption device.
Simulation structure and methods
The designed MDM absorber is numerically delineated by employing a commercially available RF package that uses a finite element method [37] . The MDM structures which are periodically arranged in a cubically latticed pattern on the x-z plane can be effectively reduced to a simple modelling unit cell as shown in figure 1. A 10 nm thick dielectric layer is sandwiched between two thick silver metallic layers. The thickness of the dielectric layer that vitally affects the dipolar resonance between the two metal layers has been optimized to achieve the near-perfect absorption efficiency [17] . The patterned silver layer with a thickness of 40 nm consists of a split square-ring and a square with side lengths denoted as L and S, respectively. The line width and split gap of the split square-ring and period a of the unit cell are kept constant at 30 nm, 20 nm and 310 nm, respectively, for all the following simulations. The ground silver layer with a thickness of 50 nm has two significant functions. The first function is to serve as an optical mirror with a thickness that is greater than the penetration depth of the incident light in the near-infrared wavelength range in order to minimize the transmittance further towards zero. The second function is to couple with the silver split square-ring and square array to create electric and magnetic dipoles which dramatically concentrate electromagnetic energy into the MDM structure. Thus, the absorbance is characterized as A = 1 − R, where R denotes the reflectance.
In this simulation, we use Floquet boundary conditions and perfect matched layers with sufficient grid numbers to perform the calculation [39, 40] . The complex dielectric function of silver is interpolated by fitting the data to the curve in Palik's handbook [38] while the refractive index of the dielectric layer is set to a constant of 1.53. Two polarized plane waves are used to examine the absorptive properties of the dual-band absorber. As shown in figure 1 , the transverse magnetic (TM) polarized wave with an orientation of electric (E), magnetic (H ) and propagation (k) vectors is illuminated on the MDM absorber with an incident angle of θ . Opposite to the TM wave, the E of the transverse electric one (TE) is perpendicular to the plane of incidence with H lying on the plane. The dual-band absorptions are then calculated in the near-infrared range with wavelength λ ranging from 1000 to 2000 nm and θ ranging up to 90
• .
Results and discussion
As stated previously, the dual-band MDM absorber consists of two metallic layers separated by a lossless dielectric layer. The patterned silver layer that is composed of a split square-ring and square array is responsible for electric dipolar resonances while the ground silver plane layer is mainly used for creating magnetic dipolar resonances between the two metallic layers. Additionally, the two absorption peaks can be attributed to the combinatorial effect of the individual dipolar resonances from each of the split square-ring [9] and square [17] . Thus, we first optimize two single-band absorbers at normally incident TM (or TE) plane wave as shown in figure 2 . The blue solid curve represents near-perfect absorption from the square pattern alone at S = 130 nm, while the red one again shows nearperfect absorption coming from the split square-ring pattern at L = 260 nm. When the results of the split square-ring and square patterns are taken as a whole, two near-perfect absorption bands are obtained at λ = 1160 nm (A = 100%) and λ = 1585 nm (A = 99%), respectively, as shown by the black solid curve in figure 2 . The following simulations further determine whether the dual-band absorber holds the properties of polarization insensitivity, wide-angle incidence and flexible reconfigurability for two absorption bands. Figure 3 shows the absorbance as a function of both wavelength and angle of incidence under TM and TE waves. For the TM case as illustrated in figure 3(a) , the maximum absorption peaks for two bands remain 99% with θ up to 80
• . Furthermore, the two absorption peaks become broader and exhibit blue-shift as θ becomes greater than 45
• . This is quite consistent with the reported single-band MDM absorber [17] where blue-shift is also observed in the TM case. Nevertheless, for the TE one, the maximum absorption peaks with efficiency remaining at greater than 90% for two peaks dramatically decrease as θ becomes greater than 45
• , especially for the one located at λ = 1585 nm, which is generated by the split squarering pattern. Contrasting with the TM case, the bandwidth of the TE one becomes narrower as θ increases; absorbance vanishes as θ increases up to 80
• . To sum up, the designed MDM absorber displays the traits of polarization insensitivity and wide-angle incidence when θ is smaller than 45
• . To disclose the physical origin of the near-perfect absorptions in this dual-band MDM absorber, the electromagnetic near-field distributions for two resonant modes (λ = 1160 nm and 1585 nm) are elucidated. Figures 4(a) and (d) present the amplitude of the magnetic field (H y ) in the x-z plane through the middle of the dielectric layer that is illuminated under the TM wave at normal incidence. Apparently, for λ = 1160 nm, a strong magnetic resonance is formed between the silver square and the ground silver plane. For λ = 1585 nm, however, strong magnetic resonances are created between the split square-ring and the ground silver plane. The two absorption bands are indeed dominated by the dimensions of the metallic split square-ring and square [41] .
In order to better understand the dipolar resonances, we took the cross-sectional plots along the red dotted lines, as indicated in figures 4(a) and (d). The corresponding crosssectional near-field profiles are shown in figures 4(b) and (e), in which the colour maps represent the amplitude of the magnetic field (H y ) and the white arrows represent the electric displacement vectors. The electric displacement vectors in both the patterned silver layer and the ground silver plane are opposite to each other. The anti-parallel displacement vectors create circulating currents between two metal layers, resulting in an artificial magnetic moment that interacts strongly with the magnetic field of the incident light [42] . The strong magnetic dipolar resonances that result from this interaction are then excited between the two metal layers to yield two resonant modes. Moreover, the electric field distributions in the same cross-sectional profiles along both the square and split square-ring at the resonant wavelengths are plotted in figures 4(c) and (f ). For the resonant peak at λ = 1160 nm, the enhanced electric fields are confined to the space between the silver square and the ground silver plane. However, for the resonant peak at λ = 1585 nm, the enhanced electric fields are confined to the space between the split gap and the space between the silver split square-ring and the ground silver plane. The strong confinement of the electric fields is what creates electric dipolar resonances. The enhanced electric fields are then transformed into heat by the Ohmic losses within the patterned and ground silver layer [17] . Therefore, the nearperfect absorption bands in our dual-band absorber are due to the MDM design that permits the excitation of localized magnetic and electric dipolar resonances. After exploring the physical phenomenon through nearfield profiles, the dual-band MDM absorber is further examined by changing the dimensions of the patterned silver layer. Figure 5(a) shows the absorbance as a function of both λ and S at normally incident TM (or TE) plane wave. S is varied from 105 nm to 165 nm while keeping L = 260 nm. Obviously, the leftmost absorption band at λ = 1000 nm governed by the dimension of the square can be tuned independently and linearly as it approaches the rightmost absorption band at λ = 1585 nm while keeping the rightmost absorption band almost unchanged. Increasing the size of the silver square leads to a red-shift of the absorption peak because of the red-shift of the plasmonic resonance. This repositioning of the two absorption bands is evidently different from that found in the elliptical nanodisc MDM array [18] . The tunable range of the leftmost absorption peak in this case is modelled up to 400 nm without changing a. Figure 5(b) exhibits the absorbance as a function of both λ and L at normally incident TM (or TE) plane wave. L is varied from 200 to 290 nm while keeping S = 110 nm. Once again, the leftmost absorption band remains almost unchanged while the rightmost absorption and at λ = 1200 nm, related to the split square-ring, exhibits linear red-shift up to λ = 1800 nm as L increases to 290 nm. The tunable range of the rightmost absorption peak is delineated up to 600 nm. The manipulations of two absorption peaks reveal that this dualband MDM absorber shows flexible reconfigurability with two near-perfect absorption bands that can be individually adjusted over the entire near-infrared regime.
Conclusion
In summary, we have numerically delineated the absorption characteristics of a dual-band MDM absorber in the nearinfrared wavelength regime. The MDM structure comprises a 10 nm thick dielectric layer sandwiched by a 40 nm thick silver patterned layer that consists of a split square-ring and square array and a 50 nm thick silver plane. Two nearperfect absorption bands at λ = 1160 nm (A = 100%) and λ = 1585 nm (A = 99%) are obtained at normally incident TM (or TE) wave when L = 260 nm and S = 130 nm. The dual-band MDM absorber with absorbance greater than 90% exhibits polarization insensitivity and wide-angle incidence as θ increases up to 45
• . Moreover, the ranges of two absorption peaks, which can be tuned separately by changing S and L, are modelled up to 400 nm and 600 nm, respectively, without optimizing a. The ability to reconfigure two absorption bands individually by adjusting the dimensions of the MDM structures makes our dual-band absorber more attractive when it comes to designing near-infrared perfect absorption devices such as metamaterial absorbers, solar cells, sensors, photodetectors and thermal emitters.
